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Nosaz stone industry with more than forty years of experience in 

the production and processing of building stone under management 

of Mr.Bolkhari has defined its activity in two branches : the first 

one exploration and exploitation of mines and second one 

production of exportable ston.

This group by using the latest technology in machinery like Italian 

Simec machines tries to provide the most qualified marble stone.

continuous export, participation in biggest mass production 

projects and cooperation with best architects make this company 

trustworthy for its customers.



As you may know quality, variety 

of colors and healthiness of stone 

blocks besides the potential of 

quarries can make a factory into 

60% successed.

The other factors like production 

process or sales method without a 

powerful quarry cannot be that 

much effective.

Silver sky marble quarry in 

Kurdistan ,Iran, is one of the best 

and biggest quarries in Iran. Stone 

blocks of this quarry exclusively 

and directly sent to Nosaz and the 

export or processing process 

begins immediately.

China, India,Russia, Italy and 

international exhibitions are 

among the destinations of 

exportable stone blocks.

NOSAZ STONE



CEO:

+98 913 11 20 200

SALES MANAGER:

+98 913 22 20 200

OFFICE: 

+98 313 38 80 2557

INFO@NOSAZSTONE.COM





ARACO

IRIS
The name of Iris leads from a Greek goddess 

which means rainbow and this type of stone with 

majestic 3D veins is a good remember for that 

goddess.

Iris because of its perfect quality and variety of 

colors can be used in luxury buildings.

Araco is a Kurdish name which means the highest 

part of the mountain. 

This type of stone is producted from the 

mountains of Mahabad, Iran, and is a good 

example of the strength and quality of mountains 

in that region.







ARACO



ARACO
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The main dimensions of Silver Sky Marble are blocks, tiles, slabs and 

steps in different sizes with a thicknesses of 20 mm and 30 mm. 

These are some of the dimensions that can be producted :





ARACO
size 80*80

The best quality of stone 

processing and cutting

80

80







ARACO SILVER SKY



IRIS

The name of Iris takes from a 

Greek goddess which means 

rainbow and this type of stone 

with majestic 3D veins is a 

good remember for that 

goddess.





IRIS
COLOR FULL  GRAY STONE



The main dimensions of Silver Sky Marble are blocks, tiles, slabs and 

steps in different sizes with a thicknesses of 20 mm and 30 mm. 

These are some of the dimensions that can be producted :



IRIS
size 80*80

The best quality of stone 

processing and cutting

80

80







Sort: IRIS



Sort: IRIS



IRIS SILVER SKY
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ABSHAR COMPLEX
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FADAK MALL
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